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AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 06 OCTOBER 2008

1.

A software testing system operative to test a software application

comprising a plurality of software components, at least some of which are highly

coupled hence unable to support a dependency injection, each software component
operative to perform a function, the software application lacking a built-in byte-code
modification functionality, the system comprising:
apparatus for at least partially isolating, from within the

software

application, at least one highly coupled software component which performs a given

function, without utilizing built-in byte-code modification functionality; and
apparatus for testing logic of at least said at least partially isolated highly

coupled software component, without dependency injection.
2.

A system according to claim 1 wherein said highly coupled software

component is operative to call at least one additional software component and wherein
said apparatus for testing is operative to test whether said at least partially isolated

highly coupled software component calls said at least one additional software
component correctly.
3.

A system according to claim 1 wherein the plurality of software

components comprises a set of at least one pairs of utilizing-utilized software
components each including a utilized software component and a utilizing software

component which utilizes said utilized software component, said apparatus for at least
partially isolating comprises apparatus for adding access controlling code between
each pair of utilizing-utilized software components, said access controlling code being
operative to control access of the utilizing software component to the utilized software
component.
4.

A system according to claim 3 wherein said set comprises at least one

utilizing software component which calls its corresponding utilized software
component.
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5.

A system according to claim 3 wherein said set comprises at least one

utilizing software component which accesses at least one data element belonging to its
corresponding utilized software component.
6.

A system according to claim 3 wherein said utilizing software component

comprises test code and wherein said access controlling code is operative to generate a

plurality of testing scenarios for said test code by suitably controlling access of the test
code to the utilized software component.
7.

A system according to claim 3

wherein

the

software

application

comprises at least one source file and wherein said apparatus for adding code is
operative, before compilation of the software application, to

add the access

controlling code to the at least one source file thereby to provide, upon compilation of
the source file, an at least partially isolatable weaved application.
8.

A system according to claim 3 wherein the software application is stored

in at least one executable file and wherein said apparatus for adding code comprises

apparatus for parsing said at least one executable file, adding said access controlling

code to the parsed executable file, and saving, thereby to provide an at least partially
isolatable weaved executable file.
9.

A system according to claim 3 wherein said apparatus for adding code is

operative, after the software application has been loaded into directly accessible
memory by an operating system from an executable file on disk and before the
software application has been run, to parse the software application and add said

access controlling code to the parsed software application, thereby to provide an at

least partially isolatable weaved application.
10.

A system according to claim 1 wherein the plurality of software

components comprises a set of at least one pairs of utilizing-utilized software
components each including a utilized software component and a utilizing software
component which utilizes said utilized software component, and wherein said
apparatus for at least partially isolating comprises access controlling code external of

the software application for anticipating forthcoming utilization of utilized software
components by utilizing software components and for selectively preventing said

utilization by controlling access of the utilizing software component to the utilized
software component.
11.

A system according to claim 1 wherein said apparatus for at least partially

isolating is operative, upon occurrence of a call by a first component from among the
plurality of software components to a second component from among the plurality of
software components, to intervene to ensure mat the second component does not run.
12.

A system according to claim 11 wherein said call, absent operation of said

apparatus for at least partially isolating, results in data being returned by the second
component to the first component, and wherein said apparatus for at least partially
isolating is operative, instead, to inject fake data into the first component.
13.

A system according to claim 1 1 wherein said apparatus for at least

partially isolating is operative to fake a failure of the second component.
14.

A system according to claim 3 or claim 10 wherein said access controlling

code is controlled by an application-specific test protocol.
15.

A system according to claim 1 wherein said apparatus for at least partially

isolating is operative, upon occurrence of a call by a first component from among the
plurality of software components to a second component from among the plurality of
software components, the second component operating upon at least one argument, to
intervene by providing the second component with at least one fake argument.
16.

A system according to claim 3 or claim 10 wherein at least one utilized

software component comprises initialization code and wherein said apparatus for
testing is operative to record instances of at least partial isolation of said initialization
code and, if said utilized software component is called subsequent to termination of
said at least partial isolation of the initialization code, to artificially execute said
initialization code.
17.

A system according to claim 14 wherein said access controlling code is

controlled by the protocol via the apparatus for testing.
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18. A system according to claim 1 wherein said apparatus for testing is operative to

select at least one software component for said apparatus for at least partially isolating

to at least partially isolate from within the software application.
19.

A system according to claim 1 wherein said apparatus for testing is

operative to generate a plurality of expectations each of which comprises an identity of
an individual component from among the plurality of software components and an
associated behavior inducing message inducing said apparatus for at least partially
isolating, when said individual component is called, to selectively at least partially
isolate, and to impose a fake behavior upon, the individual component.

20.

A system according to claim 19 wherein the fake behavior imposed upon

the individual component, when called, in accordance with contents of the associated
behavior inducing message, comprises one of the following:
preventing the called component from running and, if results are to be returned,
returning fake results;
faking a failure of the called component;
providing a fake argument to the called component; and
none of the above.
21.

A system according to claim 19 and also comprising access controlling

code, weaved into at least one location in said software application, which is operative

to query said apparatus for testing as to which operation, if any, said apparatus for at
least partially isolating is to perform, to receive an expectation, responsively, from the
apparatus for testing, and to activate said apparatus for at least partially isolating

accordingly.
22.

A system according to claim 19 wherein at least one of said expectations

also comprises an indication of circumstances under which said individual component

is to act upon said behavior inducing message.
23.

A system according to claim 19 wherein at least an individual one of said

expectations also comprises an indication of at least one expected arguments which are
expected to be passed to said individual component.
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24.

A system according to claim 19 wherein said identity of an individual

component comprises a string identifying the component and stored within the
expectation.

25.

A system according to claim 19 wherein at least one expectation is

generating by recording an actual call to at least said individual component.
26.

A system according to claim 23 wherein said individual expectation is

generating by recording an actual call to said individual component, in the course of
which call at least one actual argument is actually passed to said individual
component, and wherein the indication of at least one argument in said expectation
comprises said at least one actual argument.
27.

A system according to claim 1 wherein the plurality of software

components comprises a set of at least one pairs of utilizing-utilized software
components each including a utilized software component and a utilizing software
component which utilizes said utilized software component and which includes metadata pointing to the utilized software component, and said apparatus for at least
partially isolating comprises apparatus for modifying said meta-data to point to access
control code, said access controlling code being operative to control access of the
utilizing software component to the utilized software component.
A system according to claim 11 wherein the second component has

28.

yet to be created.
29.

A system according to claim 25 wherein said call comprises a chain of n

calls and wherein n expectations are generated by recording said chain of n calls.
30. A system according to claim 23 wherein said apparatus for testing is operative,

when said individual component is called with at least one actual arguments, to test
said actual arguments in comparison to said expected arguments.
31.

A software testing system operative to test a software application

comprising a plurality of software components, at least some of which are highly

coupled hence unable to support a dependency injection, each software component
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operative to perform a function, the software application lacking a built-in byte-code
modification functionality, the system comprising:
apparatus for at least partially isolating, from within the

software

application, at least one highly coupled software component which performs a given

function, without utilizing built-in byte-code modification functionality; and

apparatus for testing logic of at least said at least partially isolated highly
coupled software component, without dependency injection,
wherein said apparatus for testing is operative to generate a plurality of expectations
each of which comprises an identity of an individual component from among the

plurality of software components and an associated behavior inducing message
inducing said apparatus for at least partially isolating, when said individual component
is called, to selectively at least partially isolate, and to impose a fake behavior upon,

the individual component.

32.

A system according to claim 3 1 wherein said highly coupled

software component is operative to call at least one additional software component and
wherein said apparatus for testing is operative to test whether said at least partially
isolated highly coupled software component calls said at least one additional software
component correctly.
33.

A system according to claim 3 1 wherein the plurality of software

components comprises a set of at least one pairs of utilizing-utilized software
components each including a utilized software component and a utilizing software
component which utilizes said utilized software component, said apparatus for at least
partially isolating comprises apparatus for adding access controlling code between
each pair of utilizing-utilized software components, said access controlling code being

operative to control access of the utilizing software component to the utilized software
component.
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34.

A system according to claim 33 wherein said set comprises at least

one utilizing software component which calls its corresponding utilized software

component.
35.

A system according to claim 33 wherein said set comprises at least

one utilizing software component which accesses at least one data element belonging

to its corresponding utilized software component.
36.

A system according to claim 33 wherein said utilizing software

component comprises test code and wherein said access controlling code is operative
to generate a plurality of testing scenarios for said test code by suitably controlling
access of the test code to the utilized software component.
37.

A system according to claim 33

wherein

the

software

application

comprises at least one source file and wherein said apparatus for adding code is

operative, before compilation of the software application, to

add the access

controlling code to the at least one source file thereby to provide, upon compilation of

the source file, an at least partially isolatable weaved application.
38.

A system according to claim 33 wherein the software application is stored

in at least one executable file and wherein said apparatus for adding code comprises

apparatus for parsing said at least one executable file, adding said access controlling

code to the parsed executable file, and saving, thereby to provide an at least partially

isolatable weaved executable file.
39.

A system according to claim 33 wherein said apparatus for adding

code is operative, after the software application has been loaded into directly
accessible memory by an operating system from an executable file on disk and before

the software application has been run, to parse the software application and add said
access controlling code to the parsed software application, thereby to provide an at

least .partially isolatable weaved application.
40.

A system according to claim 3 1 wherein the plurality of software

components comprises a set of at least one pairs of utilizing-utilized software
components each including a utilized software component and a utilizing software
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component which utilizes said utilized software component, and wherein said
apparatus for at least partially isolating comprises access controlling code external of

the software application for anticipating forthcoming utilization of utilized software
components by utilizing software components and for selectively preventing said

utilization by controlling access of the utilizing software component to the utilized
software component.
41.

A system according to claim 3 1 wherein said apparatus for at least

partially isolating is operative, upon occurrence of a call by a first component from
among the plurality of software components to a second component from among the
plurality of software components, to intervene to ensure that the second component
does not run.
42.

A system according to claim 4 1 wherein said call, absent operation of said

apparatus for at least partially isolating, results in data being returned by the second

component to the first component, and wherein said apparatus for at least partially
isolating is operative, instead, to inject fake data into the first component.
43.

A system according to claim 4 1 wherein said apparatus for at least

partially isolating is operative to fake a failure of the second component.
44.

A system according to claim 33 or claim 40 wherein said access

controlling code is controlled by an application-specific test protocol.
45.

A system according to claim 3 1 wherein said apparatus for at least

partially isolating is operative, upon occurrence of a call by a first component from
among the plurality of software components to a second component from among the

plurality of software components, the second component operating upon at least one
argument, to intervene by providing the second component with at least one fake
argument.
46.

A system according to claim 33 or claim 40 wherein at least one utilized

software component comprises initialization code and wherein said apparatus for

testing is operative to record instances of at least partial isolation of said initialization
code and, if said utilized software component is called subsequent to termination of
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said at least partial isolation of the initialization code, to artificially execute said
initialization code.
47.

A system according to claim 44 wherein said access controlling code is

controlled by the protocol via the apparatus for testing.
48. A system according to claim 3 1 wherein said apparatus for testing is operative
to select at least one software component for said apparatus for at least partially
isolating to at least partially isolate from within the software application.
49.

A system according to claim 3 1 wherein the plurality of software

components comprises a set of at least one pairs of utilizing-utilized software
components each including a utilized software component and a utilizing software
component which utilizes said utilized software component and which includes meta¬
data pointing to the utilized software component, and said apparatus for at least
partially isolating comprises apparatus for modifying said meta-data to point to access
control code, said access controlling code being operative to control access of the
utilizing software component to the utilized software component.
A system according to claim 4 1 wherein the second component has

50.

yet to be created.

51.

A system for testing a software component of a software application, the

system comprising:
a dynamic isolator module adapted to dynamically and at least partially isolate the
software component from the software application.

52. A software testing method operative to test a software application comprising a

plurality of software components, at least some of which are highly coupled hence
unable to support a dependency injection, each software component operative to
perform a function, the method comprising:
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at least partially isolating, from within the software application, at least
one highly coupled software component which performs a given function; and

testing at least said at least partially isolated highly coupled software
component.

53.

A method for testing a software component of a software application, the

method comprising:
dynamically and at least partially isolating the software component from the
software application.

54.

A system according to claim 51, the software application lacking a built-in

byte-code modification functionality, the module comprising:
apparatus for at least partially isolating, from within the

software

application, at least one highly coupled software component which performs a given

function, without utilizing built-in byte-code modification functionality, the system
also comprising apparatus for testing logic of at least said at least partially isolated

highly coupled software component, without dependency injection.

55.

A system according to claim 52, said isolating comprising

at least

partially isolating, from within the software application, at least one highly coupled
software component which performs a given function, without utilizing built-in bytecode modification functionality, said testing comprising testing logic of at least said at

least partially isolated highly coupled software component, without dependency
injection.

56.

A method according to claim 53, said isolating comprising at least

partially isolating, from within the software application, at least one highly coupled
software component which performs a given function, without utilizing built-in byte-
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code modification functionality, said method also comprising testing logic of at least
said at least partially isolated highly coupled software component, without dependency
injection.

57.

A system according to claim 5 1 and also comprising apparatus for testing

operative to generate a plurality of expectations each of which comprises an identity of
the software component and an associated behavior inducing message inducing said
module, when said component is called, to selectively at least partially isolate, and to
impose a fake behavior upon, the component.

58.

A method according to claim 52 wherein said testing is operative to generate a

plurality of expectations each of which comprises an identity of an individual component
from among the plurality of software components and an associated behavior inducing
message operative, when said individual component is called, to induce an operation of
selectively at least partially isolating, and imposing a fake behavior upon, the individual
component.

59.

A method according to claim 53 and also comprising testing to generate a

plurality of expectations each of which comprises an identity of the software component
and an associated behavior inducing message operative, when said component is called,
to induce an operation of selectively at least partially isolating, and imposing a fake
behavior upon, the individual component.

